What we have done last week :: Team
We have 2 meetings last week. We are almost completed our technical requirements for project. All of us has individual works and we got ready to start coding. In our meetings we talked about our future plans. Since we have exams and homeworks, we will have really busy weeks and we must schedule time correctly. Also we talked about what we have done. We have worked mainly on these topics
- JSP
- OpenFire
- Javascript
- MySQL

What we have done last week :: Individual
M.Arif Uğurel
I have worked on Openfire. Since Openfire is the core of communication tool that we use and improve. Openfire API is too important for us and I have been working on this topic for 2 weeks.

Serdar Saygılı
After our meeting with Çağatay Callı we have take a decision to use Mysql. So I download it. Then I try to create tables that we need for our project. Since I read tutorial about Mysql 5.0 , 5.1 and 6.0 tutorials. Then I search a program for creating our tables with easily. I have found some programs like toad. So I start to implement our first prototype's database. I read tutorials from:
http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.0/en/tutorial.html

Buğra Hasbek
This week I mostly focused on oracle binding. I used tutorials as a guide. Besides, I gave my some time in learning javascript and Ajax technology.

Ruslan Abdulla
This week I thought about user interface design for our project. For this because we are about to implementation, I read javascript tutorials, examined simple codes and run them.

What we will do next week :: Team
We will prepare a prototype in next 2-3 weeks. We are starting implementation of Marpuch prototype this week. All our work is code core features and make a prototype. So we will focus on this prototype, we are almost ready to implementation. We worked on JSP, javascript and database last 2-3 weeks, now its time to show our abilities.